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CHAPTER 1 

 

Electricity 

 

There are two kinds of Electricity, Static Electricity and Current Electricity. Electricity 

produced via friction is made by scouring together at least two articles and making grinding 

while Current power is the progression of electric charge across an electrical field. 

 

Static Electricity 

Friction based electricity is when electrical energizes expand on the outside of a material. It is 

generally brought about by scouring materials together. The consequence of a development of 

friction based electricity is that articles might be pulled in to one another or may even reason 

a sparkle to hop from one to the next. For Example rub a baloon on a fleece and hold it up to 

the divider. 

 

Prior to scouring, similar to all materials, the inflatables and the fleece sweater have a 

nonpartisan charge. This is on the grounds that they each have an equivalent number of 

decidedly charged subatomic particles (protons) and contrarily charged subatomic particles 

(electrons). At the point when you rub the inflatable with the fleece sweater, electrons are 

moved from the fleece to the elastic in light of contrasts in the fascination of the two 

materials for electrons. The inflatable turns out to be contrarily charged on the grounds that it 

picks up electrons from the fleece, and the fleece turns out to be decidedly charged in light of 

the fact that it loses electrons. 

 

Current Electricity 

Current is the pace of stream of electrons. It is delivered by moving electrons and it is 

estimated in amperes. In contrast to friction based electricity, flow power should move 

through a conveyor, ordinarily copper wire. 

Momentum with power is much the same as ebb and flow when you think about a stream. 

The waterway streams starting with one spot then onto the next, and the speed it moves is the 

speed of the ebb and flow. With power, current is a proportion of the measure of energy 

moved throughout some undefined time frame. That energy is known as a progression of 

electrons. One of the aftereffects of current is the warming of the conductor. At the point when 
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an electric oven warms up, this is a result of the progression of flow. 

 

There are various wellsprings of flow power including the substance responses occurring in a 

battery. The most widely recognized source is the generator. A basic generator produces 

power when a curl of copper turns inside an attractive field. In a force plant, electromagnets 

turning inside numerous curls of copper wire produce tremendous amounts of flow power. 

 

There are two primary sorts of electric flow. Direct (DC) and Alternating (AC). It's anything 

but difficult to recall. Direct current resembles the energy you get from a battery. Rotating 

current resembles the plugs in the divider. The enormous contrast between the two is that DC 

is a progression of energy while AC can turn on and off. AC inverts the heading of the 

electrons. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Electric Potential & Potential Difference 

Definition: The electrical potential is characterized as the capacity of the charged body to 

accomplish work. At the point when the body is charged, either electric electrons are 

provided to it, or they are taken out from it. In both the cases, the work is finished. This work 

is put away in the body as electric potential. Hence, the body can accomplish the work by 

applying a power of fascination or aversion on the other charged particles. 

 

Potential Difference 

Potential contrast is the distinction in the measure of energy that charge transporters have 

between two focuses in a circuit. 

 

Estimated in Volts: Potential distinction (p.d.) is estimated in volts (V) and is likewise called 

voltage. The energy is moved to the electrical segments in a circuit when the charge 

transporters go through them. We utilize a voltmeter to quantify likely contrast (or voltage). 

 

Potential Difference equation: V = I x R 

The possible distinction (which is equivalent to voltage) is equivalent to the measure of 

current increased by the obstruction. A likely distinction of one Volt is equivalent to one Joule 

of energy being utilized by one Coulomb of charge when it streams between two focuses in a 

circuit. 

 

Estimations in Circuits 

Ammeters: An ammeter gauges the progression of current that goes through it. Ammeters 

must be associated in arrangement (in a similar circle of the circuit) with the electrical part 

whose flow you are estimating. For instance segment X above. 

 

Voltmeters: Voltmeters measure the possible distinction (voltage) between two focuses in a 

circuit. For instance between two focuses either side of segment X above. Voltmeters should 

consistently be associated in equal (on a different part of the circuit) with the two focuses 

being estimated. 
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Current versus possible contrast: The current is a progression of charge. Current is estimated 

through a part. Potential distinction is the energy utilized between two focuses in a circuit, 

thusly it is estimated between two focuses either side of a segment. We portray this as the 

potential contrast estimated across a part. 

 

This diagram shows that an ammeter must be connected in series with the components you 

want to measure and a voltmeter must be connected in parallel. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Electromyography (EMG) 

 

Electromyography (EMG) is a symptomatic system to survey the wellbeing of muscles and 

the nerve cells that control them (engine neurons). EMG results can uncover nerve 

brokenness, muscle brokenness or issues with nerve-to-muscle signal transmission. 

 

Engine neurons communicate electrical signs that cause muscles to contract. An EMG 

utilizes little gadgets called terminals to make an interpretation of these signs into diagrams, 

sounds or mathematical qualities that are then deciphered by a trained professional. 

 

During a needle EMG, a needle anode embedded straightforwardly into a muscle records the 

electrical action in that muscle. 

 

A nerve conduction study, another piece of an EMG, utilizes anode stickers applied to the 

skin (surface cathodes) to gauge the speed and strength of signs going between at least two 

focuses. 

 

specialist may arrange an EMG if pt's have signs or side effects that may show a nerve or 

muscle problem. 

Such side effects may include: 

 

• Tingling 

 

• Numbness 

 

• Muscle shortcoming 

 

• Muscle torment or squeezing 

 

• Certain kinds of appendage torment 
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EMG results are regularly important to help analyze or preclude various conditions, for 

example, 

 

• Muscle problems, for example, strong dystrophy or polymyositis 

 

• Diseases influencing the association between the nerve and the muscle, for example, 

myasthenia gravis 

 

• Disorders of nerves outside the spinal line (fringe nerves, for example, carpal passage 

disorder or fringe neuropathies 

 

• Disorders that influence the engine neurons in the cerebrum or spinal string, for example, 

amyotrophic sidelong sclerosis or polio 

 

• Disorders that influence the nerve root, for example, a herniated plate in the spine 

 

EMG is an okay system, and confusions are uncommon. There's a little danger of dying, 

contamination and nerve injury where a needle anode is embedded. 

 

At the point when muscles along the chest divider are analyzed with a needle anode, there's a 

little danger that it could make air spill into the zone between the lungs and chest divider, 

making a lung breakdown (pneumothorax). 

 

How you plan Food and meds 

At the point when pt's timetable EMG, inquire as to whether pt's need to quit taking any 

remedy or over-the- counter drugs before the test. On the off chance that pt's are taking a 

medicine called Mestinon (pyridostigmine), ought to explicitly inquire as to whether this 

prescription should be suspended for the assessment. 

 

Washing 

 

Pt's are approached to Take a shower or shower without further ado before your test to 

eliminate oils from skin. Pt's shouldn't make a difference salves or creams before the test. 
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Different safety measures 

The sensory system trained professional (nervous system specialist) leading the EMG should 

know whether pt's have sure ailments. Tell the nervous system specialist and other EMG lab 

staff if pt's have: 

• Have a pacemaker or some other electrical clinical gadget 

• Take blood-diminishing drugs 

• Have hemophilia, a blood-thickening issue that causes delayed dying Prior to the 

methodology pt's 'll likely be approached to change into a medical clinic outfit for the strategy 

and rests on an assessment table. To plan for the investigation, the nervous system specialist or 

a professional spots surface anodes at different areas on your skin contingent upon where pt's 

are encountering indications. Or on the other hand the nervous system specialist may embed 

needle anodes at various locales relying upon pt's side effects. 

 

During the method 

 

At the point when the examination is in progress, the surface anodes will on occasion 

communicate a small electrical flow that pt's may feel as a twinge or fit. The needle terminal 

may cause inconvenience or torment that normally closes soon after the needle is taken out. 

 

During the needle EMG, the nervous system specialist will survey whether there is any 

unconstrained electrical movement when the muscle is very still — action that is absent in 

solid muscle tissue — and the level of action when you somewhat contract the muscle. 

 

Specialist will give directions on resting and getting a muscle at fitting occasions. Contingent 

upon what muscles and nerves the nervous system specialist is inspecting specialist may 

request that pt's change positions during the test. 

 

On the off chance that pt's worried about inconvenience or agony whenever during the test, 

pt's might need to converse with the nervous system specialist about taking a brief break. 
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After the strategy 

Pt's may encounter some brief, minor wounding where the needle cathode was embedded into 

pt's muscle. This wounding should blur inside a few days. On the off chance that it 

perseveres, contact pt's essential consideration specialist. 

 

Results 

The nervous system specialist will decipher the aftereffects of pt's test and set up a report. Pt's 

essential consideration specialist, or the specialist who requested the EMG, will examine the 

report with pt's at a subsequent arrangement. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Electrical Units 

Electrical & electronic units of electric current, voltage, power, resistance, capacitance, 

inductance, electric charge, electric field, magnetic flux, frequency: 

 

Electrical & electronic units table 

 

Unit Name Unit 

Symbol 

Quantity 

Ampere (amp) A Electric current (I) 

 

Volt 

 

V 

Voltage (V, E)

Electromotive force (E) 

Potential difference

(Δφ) 

Ohm Ω Resistance (R) 

Watt W Electric power (P) 

Decibel-milliwatt dBm Electric power (P) 

Decibel-Watt dBW Electric power (P) 

Volt-Ampere-

Reactive 

var Reactive power (Q) 

Volt-Ampere VA Apparent power (S) 

Farad F Capacitance (C) 

Henry H Inductance (L) 

siemens / mho S 
Conductance (G) 

 

Admittance (Y) 

Coulomb C Electric charge (Q) 

Ampere-hour Ah Electric charge (Q) 
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Joule J Energy (E) 

Kilowatt-hour kWh Energy (E) 

Electron-volt eV Energy (E) 

Ohm-meter Ω∙m Resistivity (ρ) 

siemens per meter S/m Conductivity (σ) 

Volts per meter V/m Electric field (E) 

Newtons per 

coulomb 

N/C Electric field (E) 

Volt-meter V⋅m Electric flux (Φe) 

Tesla T Magnetic field (B) 

Gauss G Magnetic field (B) 

Weber Wb Magnetic flux (Φm) 

Hertz Hz Frequency (f) 

Seconds s Time (t) 

Meter / metre m Length (l) 

Square-meter m2 Area (A) 

Decibel dB  

Parts per million ppm  

 

Units prefix table 

 

Prefix Prefix 

 

Symbol 

Prefix 

 

factor 

Example 

pico p 10-12 1pF = 10-12F 

nano n 10-9 1nF = 10-9F 

micro μ 10-6 1μA = 10-6A 
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milli m 10-3 1mA = 10-3A 

kilo k 10 3 1kΩ = 1000Ω 

mega M 10 6 1MHz =

106Hz 

giga G 10 9 1GHz = 

109Hz 

 

Electrical units definitions 

Volt (V) 

 

Volt is the electrical unit of voltage. 

 

One volt is the energy of 1 joule that is consumed when electric charge of 1 coulomb flows in 

the circuit. 1V = 1J / 1C 

Ampere (A) 

 

Ampere is the electrical unit of electrical current. It measures the amount of electrical charge 

that flows in an electrical circuit per 1 second. 

1A = 1C / 1s 

 

Ohm (Ω) 

 

Ohm is the electrical unit of resistance. 1Ω = 1V / 1A 

Watt (W) 

 

Watt is the electrical unit of electric power. It measures the rate of consumed energy. 1W = 1J 

/ 1s 

1W = 1V ⋅ 1A 

 

Decibel-milliwatt (dBm) 

 

Decibel-milliwatt or dBm is a unit of electric power, measured with logarithmic scale 
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referenced to 1mW. 10dBm = 10 ⋅ log10(10mW / 1mW) 

Decibel-Watt (dBW) 

 

Decibel-watt or dBW is a unit of electric power, measured with logarithmic scale referenced 

to 1W. 10dBW = 10 ⋅ log10(10W / 1W) 

Farad (F) 

 

Farad is the unit of capacitance. It represents the amount of electric charge in coulombs that is 

stored per 1 volt. 1F = 1C / 1V 

Henry (H) 

 

Henry is the unit of inductance. 1H = 1Wb / 1A 

siemens (S) 

 

siemens is the unit of conductance, which is the opposite of resistance. 1S = 1 / 1Ω 

Coulomb (C) 

 

Coulomb is the unit of electric charge. 1C = 6.238792×1018 electron charges Ampere-hour 

(Ah) 

Ampere-hour is a unit of electric charge. 

One ampere-hour is the electric charge that flow in electrical circuit, when a current of 1 

ampere is applied for 1 hour. 

 

1Ah = 1A ⋅ 1hour 

 

One ampere-hour is equal to 3600 coulombs. 1Ah = 3600C 

Tesla (T) 

 

Tesla is the unit of magnetic field. 1T = 1Wb / 1m2 

Weber (Wb) 

 

Weber is the unit of magnetic flux. 1Wb = 1V ⋅ 1s 

Joule (J) 
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Joule is the unit of energy. 1J = 1 kg ⋅ m2 / s2 Kilowatt-hour (kWh) 

Kilowatt-hour is a unit of energy. 1kWh = 1kW ⋅ 1h = 1000W ⋅ 1h Kilovolt-amps (kVA) 

Kilovolt-amps is a unit of power. 1kVA = 1kV ⋅ 1A = 1000 ⋅ 1V ⋅ 1A 

Hertz (Hz) 

 

Hertz is the unit of frequency. It measures the number of cycles per second. 1 Hz = 1 cycles / s 
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CHAPTER 5 

Resistors in Series and Parallel 

 

we portrayed the term 'obstruction' and clarified the essential plan of a resistor. Essentially, a 

resistor restricts the progression of charge in a circuit and is an ohmic gadget where . Most 

circuits have more than one resistor. In the event that few resistors are associated together and 

associated with a battery, the current provided by the battery relies upon the identical 

obstruction of the circuit. 

 

The identical opposition of a blend of resistors relies upon both their individual qualities and 

how they are associated. The most straightforward blends of resistors are arrangement and 

equal associations (Figure 1). In an arrangement circuit, the yield current of the principal 

resistor streams into the contribution of the subsequent resistor; along these lines, the current 

is the equivalent in every resistor. In an equal circuit, the entirety of the resistor leads on one 

side of the resistors are associated together and all the leads on the opposite side are 

associated together. On account of an equal design, every resistor has a similar likely drop 

across it, and the flows through every resistor might be extraordinary, contingent upon the 

resistor. The amount of the individual flows approaches the current that streams into the equal 

associations. 

 

Resistors in Series 

Resistors are supposed to be in arrangement at whatever point the current courses through the 

resistors successively. Consider Figure 2, which shows three resistors in arrangement with an 

applied voltage equivalent to . Since there is just a single way for the charges to course 

through, the current is the equivalent through every resistor. The equal opposition of a bunch 

of resistors in an arrangement association is equivalent to the logarithmic amount of the 

individual protections. 

The current coming from the voltage source moves through every resistor, so the current 

through every resistor is the equivalent. The current through the circuit relies upon the voltage 

provided by the voltage source and the obstruction of the resistors. For every resistor, a 

potential drop happens that is equivalent to the deficiency of electric expected energy as a 

flow goes through every resistor. As indicated by Ohm's law, the likely drop across a resistor 
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when a current moves through it is determined utilizing the condition , where is the current in 

amps and is the opposition in ohms . Since energy is monitored, and the voltage is equivalent 

to the potential energy per charge, the amount of the voltage applied to the circuit by the 

source and the likely drops across the individual resistors around a circle should be equivalent 

to zero: 

This condition is regularly alluded to as Kirchhoff's circle law, which we will take a gander at 

in more detail later in this part. For Figure 2, the amount of the possible drop of every resistor 

and the voltage provided by the voltage source should approach zero: 

Since the current through every segment is the equivalent, the equity can be rearranged to an 

equal obstruction, which is only the amount of the protections of the individual resistors. 

Quite a few resistors can be associated in arrangement. On the off chance that resistors are 

associated in arrangement, the identical opposition is 

 

Resistors in Series and Parallel 

Resistors can be associated together in a limitless number of arrangement and equal mixes to 

shape complex resistive circuits In the past instructional exercises we have figured out how to 

interface singular resistors together to shape either a Series Resistor Network or a Parallel 

Resistor Network and we utilized Ohms Law to locate the different flows streaming in and 

voltages across every resistor mix. 

However, imagine a scenario where we need to interface different resistors together in 

"BOTH" equal and arrangement blends inside similar circuit to deliver more unpredictable 

resistive organizations, how would we ascertain the joined or all out circuit opposition, flows 

and voltages for these resistive mixes. 

Resistor circuits that consolidate arrangement and equal resistors networks together are by 

and large known as Resistor Combination or blended resistor circuits. The strategy for 

figuring the circuits equal obstruction is equivalent to that for any individual arrangement or 

equal circuit and ideally we presently realize that resistors in arrangement convey the very 

same current and that resistors in equal have the very same voltage across them. 

For instance, in the accompanying circuit ascertain the complete current ( IT ) taken from the 

12v inventory. 

From the start this may appear to be a troublesome errand, yet in the event that we look a little 

closer we can see that the two resistors, R2 and R3 are really both associated together in a 

"Arrangement" blend so we can add them together to deliver an identical opposition 

equivalent to we did in the arrangement resistor instructional exercise. The resultant 
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opposition for this blend would consequently be: 

 

R2 + R3 = 8ω + 4ω = 12ω 

So we can supplant both resistor R2 and R3 above with a solitary resistor of obstruction 

esteem 12ω 

 

So our circuit presently has a solitary resistor RA in "Equal" with the resistor R4. Utilizing 

our resistors in equal condition we can lessen this equal mix to a solitary identical resistor 

estimation of R(combination) utilizing the recipe for two equal associated resistors as 

follows. 

the two leftover protections, R1 and R(comb) are associated together in a "Arrangement" mix 

and again they can be added together (resistors in arrangement) with the goal that the 

complete circuit obstruction between focuses An and B is along these lines given as: 

 

R(ab) = Rcomb + R1 = 6ω + 6ω = 12ω 

 

Along these lines a solitary resistor of simply 12ω can be utilized to supplant the first four 

resistors associated together in the first circuit above. 

 

By utilizing Ohm's Law, the estimation of the current ( I ) streaming around the circuit is 

determined as: 

 

At that point we can see that any convoluted resistive circuit comprising of a few resistors 

can be diminished to a basic single circuit with just a single equal resistor by supplanting all 

the resistors associated together in arrangement or in equal utilizing the means above. We can 

take this one step further by using Ohms Law to find the two branch currents, I1 and I2 as 

shown. 

 

V(R1) = I*R1 = 1*6 = 6 volts 

 

V(RA) = VR4 = (12 – VR1) = 6 volts 

 

Thus: 
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I1 = 6V ÷ RA = 6 ÷ 12 = 0.5A or 500mA I2 = 6V ÷ R4 = 6 ÷ 12 = 0.5A or 500mA 

Since the resistive values of the two branches are the same at 12Ω, the two branch currents of 

I1 and I2 are also equal at 0.5A (or 500mA) each. This therefore gives a total supply current, 

IT of: 0.5 + 0.5 = 1.0 amperes as calculated above. 

 

It is here and there simpler with complex resistor mixes and resistive organizations to portray 

or redraw the new circuit after these progressions have been made, as this aides as a visual 

guide to the maths. At that point keep on supplanting any arrangement or equal blends until 

one comparable opposition, REQ is found. Lets attempt another more unpredictable resistor 

mix circuit. 

 

Resistors in Series and Parallel Example No2 

Locate the comparable opposition, REQ for the accompanying resistor mix circuit. 

 

Once more, from the start this resistor stepping stool organization may appear to be a 

confounded assignment, however as before it is only a mix of arrangement and equal resistors 

associated together. Beginning from the correct hand side and utilizing the disentangled 

condition for two equal resistors, we can locate the identical obstruction of the R8 to R10 

blend and call it RA. 

 

RA is in arrangement with R7 in this way the absolute opposition will be RA + R7 = 4 + 8 = 

12ω as appeared. This resistive estimation of 12ω is presently in corresponding with R6 and 

can be determined as RB. 

RB is in arrangement with R5 hence the absolute opposition will be RB + R5 = 4 + 4 = 8ω as 

appeared. 

This resistive estimation of 8ω is presently in corresponding with R4 and can be determined 

as RC as appeared. RC is in arrangement with R3 hence the absolute opposition will be RC + 

R3 = 8ω as appeared. 

This resistive estimation of 8ω is presently in corresponding with R2 from which we can 

determined RD as: RD is in arrangement with R1 in this way the all out obstruction will be 

RD + R1 = 4 + 6 = 10ω as appeared. 

At that point the complex combinational resistive organization above containing ten 

individual resistors associated together in arrangement and equal blends can be supplanted 
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with only one single comparable obstruction ( REQ ) of worth 10ω. 

 

When tackling any combinational resistor circuit that is comprised of resistors in arrangement 

and equal branches, the initial step we need to take is to recognize the straightforward 

arrangement and equal resistor branches and supplant them with equal resistors. 

 

This progression will permit us to lessen the unpredictability of the circuit and assist us with 

changing a complex combinational resistive circuit into a solitary comparable opposition 

recalling that arrangement circuits are voltage dividers and equal circuits are current dividers. 

 

Be that as it may, counts of more intricate T-cushion Attenuator and resistive extension 

networks which can't be diminished to a basic equal or arrangement circuit utilizing 

comparable protections require an alternate methodology. These more unpredictable circuits 

should be tackled utilizing Kirchhoff's Current Law, and Kirchhoff's Voltage Law which will 

be managed in another instructional exercise. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

Conductors and Insulators 

 

We separate the components around us dependent on their actual properties, for example, 

pliability, stage, surface, shading, extremity, dissolvability, and so on However, as we 

probably am aware, another significant grouping of components is done based on their 

conductivity of electric charge, for example conductors and encasings. 

 

On the off chance that we play out a straightforward trial with a battery and a little LED bulb, 

we will see that when then the electric circuit between the battery and the bulb is finished 

utilizing a plastic or a cotton string, the bulb doesn't shine. While in the event that we play out 

a similar trial with the assistance of a metallic wire, for example, copper, the bulb begins to 

shine. This demonstrates that a portion of the components empower the exchange of charge 

from the battery to the bulbs, while others don't. The premise of the grouping of such 

components is their electrical conductivity. Allow us to study conductors and encasings in 

this thorough article. 

 

Conductors 

 

In basic terms, an electrical conduit is characterized as materials that permit power to move 

through them without any problem. This property of channels that permit them to direct 

power is known as conductivity. 

 

The progression of electrons in a conduit is known as the electric flow. The power needed to 

make that current course through the conductor is known as voltage. 

 

At the point when a charge is moved to such a component, it gets disseminated across the 

whole surface of the article, which brings about the development of electrons in the item. The 

charges moved to an electrical conduit disperse until the power of aversion between electrons 

in zones of overabundance electrons is diminished to the base worth. At the point when such 

an item is gotten contact with another conductor, the charge gets moved from the primary 

conductor to the next until the general aversion because of charge is limited. 
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Metals, people, and earth are generally conduits. This is the motivation behind why we get 

electric stuns. 

Examples of conductor 

 

Graphite, the human body, and the earth are acceptable transmitters of power. A portion of the 

normal channel models incorporate metals, for example,: 

 

 Copper 

 Gold 

 Iron 

 

Insulators 

Covers are materials that upset the free progression of electrons starting with one molecule of 

the component then onto the next. On the off chance that we move some measure of charge to 

such a component anytime, the charge stays at the underlying area and doesn't get 

disseminated across the surface. The normal cycle of charging of such components 

incorporates charging by scouring (for certain components, with the assistance of reasonable 

materials) and charging by acceptance. 

Examples of insulators 

 

Some of the common insulator examples are given below: 

 

 Plastic 

 Wood 

 Glass 

 

Differences Between Conductor and Insulators 

Some key conductor and insulator differences are given in the table below. 

 

Conductor Insulator 
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Materials that permit electricity or heat to pass

through it 

Materials that do not permit heat and

electricity to pass through it 

A few examples of a conductor are silver, aluminum,

and iron 

A few examples of an insulator are paper,

wood, and rubber 

Electrons move freely within the conductor Electrons do not move freely within the

insulator 

The electric field exists on the surface but remains 

zero on the inside 
The electric field doesn’t exist 

Inquiries on Conductors and Insulators Questions 

 

Q. Which of coming up next is the most conductive component? 

1) Copper 2) Iron 3) Silicon 4) Silver Silver is the most conductive component. 

 

Q. Why are metals a favored decision of material for making electrical wires? 

Metals are a favored decision of material for making electrical wire since they are 

acceptable conduits of power. 

 

Q. The material that has an obstruction of zero is known as a .? Superconductor 

Q. What is a semiconductor? 

A semiconductor is a material whose electrical conductivity falls between that of a 

conduit and a separator. Model, Germanium and Silicon 

 

Q. What is the motivation behind lightning bars? 

The motivation behind a lightning bar is to shield structures from lightning harms by 

impeding the floods and directing their flows to the ground.Which are the factors that 

affect the resistivity of a conductor. 

 

The resistivity of a conductor depends on 

 Temperature 

 The material with which the conductor is made of 
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CHAPTER 7 

 

Effects of Electric Current 

Heating and Magnetic Effects of Electric Current Electric Current 

 

Electric flow is the progression of electrons in a circuit. To make it more clear, envision water 

moving through a line. The water coursing through lines is like electrons moving through wires. 

Let 'I' indicate the current which is estimated in Ampere which is equal to the progression of one 

coulomb for every second (6.241 x 1018 electrons). 

At the point when we switch on a light, it is because of the warming impact of electric flow, and 

when we turn the roof fan on, it is because of the attractive impact of flow. Allow us to become 

familiar with the warming and attractive impacts of electric flow. 

 

Warming Effects of Electric Current 

 

The essential law of preservation of energy expresses that the complete energy in a secluded 

framework is consistently steady. It implies that energy can nor be made nor crushed – it must be 

moved from one structure to the next. 

 

To get this, investigate this model. At the point when we line up a column of dominoes and tip 

over the primary piece, it brings about a chain response which makes them fall. This happens in 

light of the fact that the mechanical energy of the primary domino is moved to the mechanical 

energy of the following domino, etc. Furthermore, the energy stays mechanical, as it is passed 

on from one domino unto another. 

 

How can it work? 

An electric flow is going through a conveyor which gets hot after some time and creates heat. 

This is because of the transformation of a portion of the electrical energy that goes through the 

conveyor, into heat energy. This impact of electric flow is known as the warming impact of 

flow. 
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A few utilizations of the Heating Effect 

 

1. When you are behind schedule for work or for a date, you need to press your shirt; you 

reach over for the iron. This is the most essential illustration of the warming impact. 

 

2. In a microwave, electric energy is changed over into heat which gives us probably the most 

heavenly food and pastries to eat. 

 

3. When young ladies think that its difficult to tame their hair, they go to their hair styler or 

straightener. At the point when you contact your hair, it feels warm to the touch. All things 

considered, this is on the grounds that it deals with a similar standard. 

 

Attractive Effects of Electric Current 

 

Allow us to set up a basic electric circuit comprising of a wire, a battery, a switch and a bulb. At 

the point when current goes through the circuit, the bulb illuminates. Presently take a stab at 

bringing an attractive compass close to the circuit and notice how the needle diverts when the 

circuit is finished. 

 

These impacts are known as the attractive impacts of electric flow and they happen in light of the 

fact that they experience a power. The primary researcher who indicated that electric momentum 

likewise delivers attractive impact was Hans Christian Oersted. 

The heading of the power relies upon the bearing of the current that courses through the 

conductor. You can discover the heading with the straightforward right-hand rule, which 

expresses that: the forefinger focuses toward speed 'v', center finger focuses to the course of 

attractive field 'B' and the thumb focuses toward the cross item 'F'. The attractive field can be 

signified by 

→F=q→v×→BF→=qv→×B→ 

 

An attractive field is conformed to a conductor when current moves through it which implies it 

acts like a magnet. We additionally realize that in magnets, dissimilar to posts draw in and like 

shafts repulse one another. 
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We realize that in magnets like posts repulse and not at all like shafts pull in one another, so 

relying upon the course of the attractive field incited, the conductor will either get pulled in to or 

get repulsed by the lasting magnet. 

 

Electric Bell 

When you aren’t busy knocking on doors, you are definitely ringing the doorbell. But have you 

ever wondered how a bell actually works? Well, one application of electromagnets is an 

electric bell. 

 

This brings us to the question: what is an electromagnet? The magnetic effects of electric current 

can be used to make an electromagnet. 

 

Experiment 

How: Take a wire and fold it over an iron pole in numerous turns. However long we apply 

current to the pole, it will go about as a magnet. Also, this sort of magnet is characterized as an 

electromagnet. Presently, increment the quantity of turns of wire and watch it become an all the 

more remarkable magnet. It will at that point pull in a bit of iron connected to the clapper which 

hits the ringer, thus, making it ring. Along these lines, presently you comprehend the essential 

guideline behind the working of your doorbe 

 

Different utilizations of the electromagnet are in the accompanying things that we use. 

 

1. Though they have been supplanted by cell phones, phones actually stay a piece of our 

family. Electromagnets are utilized in the earpiece of a phone where your sound is changed over 

into electric flow by the mouthpiece. 

 

2. Even the radio in our vehicles that we tune in to when we are trapped in rush hour gridlock 

use electromagnets. Radio signs are a type of electromagnetic waves. 

 

Chemical Effect of Electric Current and Its Applications 

All of should be realizing what are conductors and what are separators. The components or 

materials which conducts power through them are something we call as conductors. Eg. 
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Copper, Aluminum. Likewise, the materials which don't permit the power to direct through 

them are the separators. Eg. Wood, Paper. 

 

Allow us to see the conduction of power in fluids: 

• Construct a circuit utilizing two cells, a LED and interfacing wires. 

• Immerse the two free finishes of the wires into a measuring utencil containing water or 

any fluid without contacting one another, yet in addition remember that they should not be 

isolated by an enormous distance. 

• If the LED sparkles, the fluid behaviors power and in the event that the LED doesn't 

gleam, we can say the fluid doesn't direct power. 

• If the splendor of the LED sparkle is high, at that point those fluids are acceptable conductors 

• In case the splendor of the LED is low, it shows that less flow is experiencing those 

fluids and they are helpless channels of power. 

• If the LED doesn't gleam, it means that such fluids are encasings. 

Various arrangements or fluids direct power in an unexpected way. On the off chance that we 

talk about the conventional water, similar to the water from the tap or the well, these water 

contains minerals and salts. So these broke down materials help to direct them. In any case, 

on account of refined water, there are no salts or minerals broke up in it. Accordingly, the 

current won't stream for this situation. 

 

 

Chemical Effects of Electric Current 

At the point when an electric flow is gone through a directing arrangement, some compound 

response happens in the arrangement. This is among the compound impacts of electric flow. 

For instance, when some flow is gone through water, water ionizes into H+ (aq) and OH–(aq) 

particles, where H+ (aq) particles go towards the cathode to pick up electrons and structure 

H2 though OH–(aq) particles go towards the anode to lose electrons and structure O2 atoms. 

A portion of the synthetic impacts of electric flow are as per the following : 

• Bubbles of gas might be shaped at cathodes. 
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• Deposits of metal might be seen on anodes. 

• Change of shade of arrangement may happen 

Electroplating 

It is a process in which a layer of one metal is coated with another metal by electrolysis. 

 

Electroplating Process for a Silver Spoon with Gold 

 To cover a silver spoon with gold, we take the fermented arrangement of the metal to be 

covered (gold chloride with hydrochloric corrosive) as electrolyte and the article to be 

electroplated (silver spoon) is taken as a cathode. 

 Take a thick plate of the metal to be saved (gold plate) as an anode. 

 The silver spoon is cleaned with a weaken corrosive answer for eliminate the oxide layer from 

its surface and washed in running water until it is liberated from the corrosive. 

 The silver spoon subsequently cleaned is suspended in the fermented gold chloride 

arrangement (electrolyte) kept in a measuring utencil. 

 A thick plate of gold (taken as an anode) is additionally suspended in the gold chloride 

arrangement. 

 The circuit is finished utilizing a battery and key. 

 Let the current pass through it for around 15 minutes and eliminate the cathodes from the 

arrangement. 

 Thus the silver spoon will resemble a gold spoonThe most extensive use of gold plating is on 

jewellery and watch cases. 

 Zinc coatings prevent the corrosion of steel articles. 

 Nickel and chromium-coated articles are used in automobiles and household appliances. 
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CHAPTER 8 

 

Electric shock: Micro/ Macro shocks 

Macroshock (mak'ro-shok″) is a clinical term for the impacts of the body presented to 

electrical flow, which can prompt serious injury or passing by electric shock. It is utilized 

frequently in the clinical field but on the other hand is usually utilized in the ... The entry of 

current between two unique zones of skin. 

 

Microshock alludes to the danger that patients going through operations including remotely ... 

"Full scale stun" is the point at which a lot bigger current is gone through the body, as a rule 

by means of skin to skin pathway, yet more ... contact the mains, with a catheter embedded, 

utilizing hardware that grounds the catheter, is incredibly, impossible. 

 

Electric shock: safety precaution and management 

It's imperatively essential to avoid potential risk when working with power. Wellbeing should 

not be undermined and some standard procedures should be followed first. The fundamental 

rules with respect to the protected treatment of power reported beneath will assist you while 

working with power. 

 

1. Keep away from water consistently when working with power. Never contact or take a 

stab at fixing any electrical gear or circuits with wet hands. It expands the conductivity of the 

electric flow. 

2. Never use gear with frayed lines, harmed protection or broken fittings. 

3. On the off chance that you are chipping away at any container at your home, at that 

point consistently turn off the mains. It is additionally a smart thought to set up a sign on the 

administration board with the goal that no one turns the fundamental switch ON 

coincidentally. 

4. Continuously utilize protected instruments while working. 

5. Electrical risks incorporate uncovered stimulated parts and unguarded electrical gear 

which may become empowered surprisingly. Such hardware consistently conveys cautioning 

signs like "Stun Risk". Continuously be attentive of such signs and keep the wellbeing rules 

set up by the electrical code followed by the nation you're in. 
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6. Continuously utilize fitting protected elastic gloves and goggles while dealing with any 

branch circuit or some other electrical circuit. 

7. Never take a stab at fixing empowered hardware. Continuously watch that it is de-

invigorated first by utilizing an analyzer. At the point when an electric analyzer contacts a 

live or hot wire, the bulb inside the analyzer illuminates indicating that an electrical flow is 

coursing through the separate wire. Check all the wires, the external metallic covering of the 

administration board and some other balancing wires with an electrical analyzer prior to 

continuing with your work. 

8. Never utilize an aluminum or steel stepping stool in the event that you are dealing with 

any repository at stature in your home. An electrical flood will ground you and the entire 

electric flow will go through your body. Utilize a bamboo, wooden or a fiberglass stepping 

stool all things considered. 

9. Realize the wire code of your nation. 

10. Continuously check all your GFCI's before a month. A GFCI (Ground Fault Circuit 

Interrupter) is a RCD (Residual Current Device). They have gotten extremely regular in 

present day homes, particularly sodden zones like the washroom and kitchen, as they help 

evade electrical stun perils. It is intended to detach rapidly enough to evade any injury 

brought about by over current or short out flaws. 
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CHAPTER 9 

 

Burns: Thermal, Electrical, and chamical 

 

Thermal Burns 

Warm consumes happen when you interact with something hot. Commonly, pt's will endure a 

warm consume when pt's touch: 

• Flames or fire 

• Hot, liquid fluid or steam (alluded to as a singe) 

• Hot objects, for example, cooking dish, presses, or warmed apparatuses. 

Treatment for warm consumes relies upon the area and seriousness of the consume. At that 

point make these strides: 

• Put out any fire or flares and stop contact with the hot or warmed source. 

• Use cold water to cool the consumed zone. Try not to utilize ice, as it might additionally harm 

the skin. 

• For gentle consumes, pt's can discover help with discomfort by applying a cool, wet pack 

and additionally accepting acetaminophen or ibuprofen as coordinated on the jug. Afterward, 

consume creams and treatments can assist these ignites with recuperating. 

• For more extreme consumes, freely apply a sterile swathe or clean fabric to the 

consumed territory. Try not to eliminate portions of pt'sr skin or pop rankles. Look for clinical 

consideration for additional treatment 

.Chemical Burns 

Pt’s may receive a chemical burn if pt’sr skin and/or eyes come in contact with a harsh 

irritant, such as acid. Substances that cause chemical burns include: 

• Chlorine 

• Ammonia 
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• Bleach 

• Battery acid 

• Strong or harsh cleaners 

Take these steps if pt’s have been burned by a chemical: Rinse the burned area under running 

water for at least 10 minutes. If the chemical has entered pt’sr eye, rinse pt’sr eye for about 20 

minutes to remove traces of the chemical. if the burn is: 

• Larger than three inches 

• On pt’sr face, hands, feet, groin, or buttocks 

• Still very painful after taking over-the-counter pain medication 

• On a major joint, like the knee 

Medical treatment for both thermal burns and chemical burns is similar and may include: 

• Wound cleaning and removing dead skin or tissue 

• IV fluids to regulate body temperature and speed healing 

• Antibiotics to prevent or fight infection 

• Skin grafting (covering the wound with healthy skin from another area of the body to close 

the wound) 

Electrical Burns 

Electrical consumes happen when the body interacts with an electric flow. Our inside 

frameworks are not impervious to power, so pt's might be harmed if a solid shock enters pt's 

body. 

The most widely recognized reason for electrical consume is interacting with an additional 

rope where the protection material has eroded. Low-voltage electrical consumes can likewise 

happen in the mouth, most generally when pt'sng kids place noninsulated strings in their 

mouth. 

A consume may show up on pt'sr skin if an electric flow goes through pt'sr body. These 

consumes can be dealt with like a warm or substance consume. Notwithstanding, if pt's 
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interacted with an electric flow, pt's should look for crisis clinical consideration right away. 

Power can influence inward tissues and muscles and have long haul, negative impacts on pt'sr 

wellbeing. 

Friction Burns 

A grating consume can happen when skin more than once rubs against another surface 

or is scratched against a hard surface. Like different consumes, erosion consumes are 

arranged into degrees. 

Numerous rubbing consumes are first degree and regularly recuperate all alone inside 

three to six days. Pt's can utilize saturating cream at home to think about it. For more 

genuine grinding consumes, pt's should look for clinical consideration right away. 

 

Radiation Burns 

Cancer patients undergoing radiation therapy may suffer from an injury known as radiation 

burn. 

 

High-energy radiation is used to shrink or kill cancerous cells, and when it passes through the 

body, skin cells may be damaged. If pt’s’re frequently receiving radiation treatments, pt’sr 

skin cells may not have enough time to regenerate, and sores or ulcers may develop. 

 

The term “burn” is a misnomer for these wounds, because skin has not actually been burned. 

However, the wounds can look and feel like burns. 

 

Skin must regenerate for the wounds to heal, which can take two to four weeks for mild skin 

reactions or a few months for more serious reactions. 

 

Care for radiation burns includes: 

 

 Cleaning and moisturizing wounds 

 Avoiding sunlight 

 Wearing loose clothing or bandages over the wound 
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If pt’s have an injury from radiation, you may also have internal complications and should 

seek medical treatment immediately. 

 

Burn Classification 

Now that pt’s are able to identify the different types of burns, pt’s should know how burns 

vary. Burns are classified by degree: first, second, and third. 

 

First-Degree Burns 

First-degree burns damage the outer layer of pt’sr skin, better known as the epidermis. 

Typically, these burns heal themselves within a week. A good example of a first-degree burn 

would be sunburn. So, don’t forget pt’sr tanning lotion. 

 

Second-Degree Burns 

Second-degree burns damage both the outer layer and the layer beneath it, which is called the 

dermis. With these burns, a skin graft is sometimes needed. A skin graft is essentially a 

procedure in which healthy skin is transplanted to cover the burn, allowing it to heal. 

 

Third-Degree Burns 

Third-degree burns are more severe, as they destroy both layers of pt’sr skin. Hair follicles, 

sweat glands, and other tissues tend to result in damage as well. Remember those skin-grafts 

we talked about? They are always required with third-degree burns. 

If pt’s have experienced second or third-degree burns, it is best to seek medical treatment 

right away. 
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CHAPTER 10 

 

Magnetism 

Attraction is the power applied by magnets when they draw in or repulse one another. 

Attraction is brought about by the movement of electric charges. Each substance is comprised 

of minuscule units called particles. Every iota has electrons, particles that convey electric 

charges. 

 

Electromagnetic Induction and its Applications 

Electromagnetic Induction or Induction is a cycle in which a conductor is placed in a specific 

position and attractive field continues differing or attractive field is fixed and a conductor is 

moving. This creates a Voltage or EMF (Electromotive Force) across the electrical conveyor. 

Michael Faraday found Law of Induction in 1830. Let us presently study the Electromagnetic 

Induction in detail. 

 

Electromagnetic acceptance 

Assume while shopping you go credit only and your folks use cards. The retailer consistently 

outputs or swipes the card. Retailer doesn't snap a picture of the card or tap it. For what reason 

does he swipe/examine it? Also, how can this swiping deduct cash from the card? This 

happens on account of the 'Electromagnetic Induction'. 

 

The enlistment of an electromotive power by the movement of a conductor across an attractive 

field or by a change in attractive transition in an attractive field is called 'Electromagnetic 

Induction'. 

 

This either happens when a conductor is set in a moving attractive field (while using AC power 

source) or when a conductor is continually moving in a fixed attractive field. 

 

This law of electromagnetic enlistment was found by Michael Faraday. He coordinated a main 

wire as indicated by the arrangement given under, associated with a contraption to check the 

voltage over the circuit. So when a bar magnet goes through the winding, the voltage is 
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estimated in the circuit. The significance of this is a method of creating electrical energy in a 

circuit by utilizing attractive fields and not simply batteries any longer. The machines like 

generators, transformers likewise the engines work on the standard of electromagnetic 

enlistment. 

 

Faraday’s law of Electromagnetic Induction 

 

 

 

First law: Whenever a conductor is placed in a varying magnetic field, EMF induces and this 

emf is called an induced emf and if the conductor is a closed circuit than the induced current 

flows through it. 

 

• Second law: The greatness of the incited EMF is equivalent to the pace of progress 

of motion linkages. 

In light of his examinations we currently have Faraday's law of electromagnetic acceptance as 

per which the measure of voltage instigated in a curl is relative to the quantity of turns and the 

changing attractive field of the loop. 

So now, the actuated voltage is as per the following: e = N × dφdt 

where, e is the initiated voltage N is the quantity of turns in the loop Φ is the attractive 

transition 

t is the time Video on Electromagnetic Induction 
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Lenz's law of Electromagnetic Induction 

Lenz law of electromagnetic acceptance expresses that, when an emf initiates as per Faraday's 

law, the extremity (course) of that instigated emf is with the end goal that it restricts the reason 

for its creation. 

As indicated by Lenz's law E = - N (dφ/dt) (volts) 

 

Whirlpool flows 

By Lenz law of electromagnetic enlistment, the current twirls so as to make an attractive field 

contradicting the change. In light of the propensity of whirlpool flows to restrict, vortex flows 

cause a deficiency of energy. Vortex flows change more helpful types of energy, for example, 

active energy, into heat, which isn't by and large valuable. In numerous applications, the 

deficiency of valuable energy isn't especially attractive, yet there are some pragmatic 

applications. Like: 

• In the brakes of certain trains. During slowing down, the brakes uncover the metal wheels 

to an attractive field which creates whirlpool flows in the wheels. The attractive collaboration 

between the applied field and the swirl flows eases back the wheels down. The quicker the 

wheels turn, the more grounded is the impact, implying that as the train eases back the slowing 

down power is diminishes, delivering a smooth halting movement. 

• There are not many galvanometers having a fixed center which are of nonmagnetic 

metallic material. At the point when the curl wavers, the vortex flows that produce in the 

center restrict the movement and carry the loop to rest. 

• Induction heater can be utilized to plan combinations, by softening the metals. The 

whirlpool flows created in the metals produce high temperature enough to liquefy it. 

 

 

Applications of Electromagnetic Induction 

1. Electromagnetic induction in AC generator 

2. Electrical Transformers 

3. Magnetic Flow Meter Electromagnetic induction in AC generator One of the important

 application of electromagnetic induction is the generation of alternating current. 
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The AC generator with a yield limit of 100 MV is a more developed machine. As the curl turns 

in an attractive field B, the powerful zone of the circle is A cosθ, where θ is the point among An 

and B. This is a strategy for creating a motion change is the rule of activity of a straightforward 

ac generator. The hub of pivot curl is opposite to the bearing of the attractive field. The 

revolution of the curl makes the attractive motion through it change, so an emf continues 

instigating in the loop. 

 

Electrical Transformers 

Another significant utilization of electromagnetic enlistment is an electrical transformer. A 

transformer is a gadget that changes ac electric force at one voltage level to another level through 

the activity of an attractive field. A stage down transformer is the one in which the voltage is 

higher in the essential than the auxiliary voltage. While the one in which the auxiliary voltage has 

more turns is a stage up transformer. Force organizations utilize a stage transformer to help the 

voltage to 100 kV, that lessens the current and limits the deficiency of intensity in transmission 

lines. On the opposite end, family unit circuits use venture down transformers to diminish the 

voltage to the 120 or 240 V in them. 
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CHAPTER 11 

Properties of a Magnet 

Outline 

 

Substances that have the property of drawing in iron are called magnets. The two finishes of a 

magnet are called its shafts. All magnets have two poles, specifically, the north pole and the 

south pole. To distinguish the poles, the north pole is typically painted in red tone. The 

opposite finish of the magnet will, thusly, be the south pole. In research centers, magnets are 

painted totally red in shading with a white speck to demonstrate the north pole. 

 

Kinds of Magnets 

Magnets can be arranged into common and fake magnets. A material which happens 

normally and has attractive properties is known as a characteristic magnet, for example 

magnetite (lodestone). A material which is made into a magnet by fake methods is called a 

counterfeit magnet. Counterfeit magnets are made by polarizing various states of attractive 

materials. A rectangular iron bar, an iron needle, a sharp edge or an iron nail can be 

transformed into a magnet by scouring a bar magnet over it. Consequently counterfeit 

magnets can be of diffrent shapes, e.g., bar magnets, round and hollow magnets, free weight 

formed magnets, horseshoe magnets, and so on Additionally, fake magnets are more 

impressive than normal magnets. 

 

Magnets can likewise be made utilizing power. An electromagnet is made by passing an 

electric flow around an iron piece. Magnets which lose their attractive property when the 

reason delivering the attraction is taken out are called transitory magnets. Electromagnets and 

magnets made of delicate iron are brief magnets. Magnets which don't lose their attractive 

property in any event, when the reason delivering the attraction is taken out are called 

perpetual magnets. Magnets made of steel are perpetual magnets. The most grounded 

magnets are made of a combination containing aluminum, nickel, iron and cobalt (ALNICO). 

Indeed, even little magnets of ALNICO are sufficiently able to lift multiple times their own 

weight. 
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Compass 

A compass is an instrument which is utilized to discover the headings. It has a slight 

attractive needle upheld from a turn with the goal that it can pivot uninhibitedly. The needle is 

set over a dial with the headings checked. The whole get together is set inside a hermetically 

sealed box. The north pole of the attractive needle is painted red. The attractive needle in the 

compass focuses the north-south way. By adjusting the dial appropriately, the headings can 

be found. In the old days, an old pointing gadget called the south-pointing fish was utilized to 

know the bearings, in which the top of the fish pointed towards the south. 

 

Properties of Magnets 

• A magnet pulls in attractive materials towards itself. 

• A unreservedly suspended bar magnet consistently adjusts the north-south way. 

• Unlike posts draw in one another and like shafts repulse one another. 

• A magnet with a solitary shaft doesn't exist. On the off chance that a magnet is cut into two 

pieces each piece will act like an autonomous magnet, with a north pole and a south pole. 

• When a bar magnet is scoured over an iron bar, it changes the iron bar into a magnet. 

 

Putting away Magnets 

In the event that a magnet is left to itself throughout an extensive stretch of time it gets 

demagnetised, for example it loses its attractive property. To stay away from this, when not 

being used, magnets are put away between delicate iron pieces called managers. To shield 

magnets from demagnetisation, bar magnets are orchestrated two by two with their contrary 

posts confronting one another and two delicate iron pieces are set at the two closures of the 

pair of magnets. 

 

Safety measures to Protect Magnets from Losing Their Magnetic Properties 

• Never drop magnets from statures. 

• Never heat a magnet. 

• Do not mallet a magnet. 

 

Certain things, for example, CD's, DVD's, charge cards, Mastercards or ATM cards, sound 

and video tapes, and cell phones contain attractive material. Get them far from magnets to 

forestall harm. 
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Employments of Magnets 

• Magnets are utilized in making attractive compasses which help mariners and pilots to know 

the headings. 

• Magnets are utilized in attractive toys, stickers, cooler entryways, and so forth 

• Magnets are utilized for isolating iron from metals containing other non-attractive substances. 

• Electromagnets are utilized in generators, engines, boisterous speakers, phones, TV sts, fans, 

blenders, electric ringers, and so on 

• Electromagnets are utilized in cranes to lift weighty iron bars and to isolate iron articles from 

scrap. 

• Eye specialists use magnets to eliminate minuscule iron pieces that have inadvertently fallen 

into the patient's eye. 
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CHAPTER 12 

 

Electric Valves: Diodes, Triodes 

 

A significant class of electric circuit segments go about as valves to the progression of flow, 

making the flow stream just a single way, or killing the flow on and. A portion of these are 

diodes, triodes, and semiconductors. In Britain, these parts are really alluded to as "valves". In 

North America, they aren't, yet they should be. 

 

In radios and TV's made before the 1960's, all valves were vacuum tubes. A vacuum tube is 

so named on the grounds that air has been emptied from it. The essential explanation behind 

the vacuum is that electrons move significantly more openly through a vacuum than through 

air. 

 

These days, vacuum tubes aren't utilized so much since a lot more modest and more 

productive strong state segments are accessible. Be that as it may, most TV sets actually 

contain one major vacuum tube: the TV tube itself. 

 

counting a conversation of vacuum-tube valves since I discover their activity simple to 

picture. They can fill in as a stage up to understanding strong state valves. 

 

The cutting edge strong state valves are made with uncommon strong materials, called 

semiconductors. Semiconductors lead power to a certain extent—not just as metals, but rather 

better than materials that are utilized as encasings. Additionally, they can be manufactured so 

that they either draw in or repel electrons. It is this property that makes the valves work. 

 

Diodes 

A diode is an electric part that permits electric flow to stream just a single way. 

 

Vacuum-tube diodes 

A vacuum-tube diode contains two primary parts (that is the "di" in "diode"). One section is a 

warmed fiber, the other is a metal plate. 
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(Note that I've left off certain subtleties for lucidity. Practically speaking, there are more 

prompts supply power for warming the fiber.) 

A voltage applied across the prompts the cylinder will make any free electrons in the cylinder 

move toward the voltage. In any case, with no other consolation, most electrons will stay 

appended to the metal on which they rest. 

The warming of the fiber will in general slacken a portion of its electrons. 

In the event that a voltage is applied to give the fiber a negative charge and the plate a positive 

charge, these slackened electrons will fly from the fiber to the plate. Current moves through 

the cylinder. 

Then again, if the applied voltage gives the fiber a positive charge and the plate a negative 

charge, the extricated electrons on the fiber will have no motivation to go to the plate, and the 

electrons on the plate aren't sufficiently free to leave it. No current courses through the 

cylinder. 

 

Strong state diodes 

A strong state diode is made of a solitary bit of semiconducting material with two areas: one 

district pulls in electrons, different rebuffs them. I'll name the one that draws in electrons with 

a P and the one that shocks electrons with a N, since they go about as though they were 

emphatically and contrarily charged, individually. 

 

At the intersection between the two locales, electrons are significantly more liable to move 

from the N side to the P side. 

On the off chance that a voltage is applied to make electrons stream from the N side to the P 

side, the electrons will experience no difficulty crossing the intersection thus current will 

course through the diode. 

Then again, if a voltage is applied to make electrons stream from the P side to the N side, the 

electrons will experience difficulty crossing the intersection thus next to no current will move 

through the diode. 

 

Triodes 

The vacuum tube called a triode and the strong state gadget called a semiconductor are parts 

that can enhance a sign in an electric flow. They can likewise fill in as an electronic switch, 

that is either on or off. 
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Triode tubes 

A triode is a lot of like the diode vacuum tube, then again, actually it has an extra section: a 

metal wire matrix, between the warmed fiber and plate. 

 

(Indeed, a few subtleties have been excluded for lucidity. By and by, some more hardware is 

needed to keep the framework at roughly a similar potential as the fiber.) 

In activity, a huge voltage is applied across the fiber and plate prompts make the fiber 

adversely charged, and the plate emphatically charged. 

 

The progression of electrons from the fiber to the plate is constricted by the electrical charge 

on the framework between them. At the point when the charge on the framework is negative, 

the electrons are repulsed by it thus they don't will in general fly toward the plate. At the point 

when the charge on the lattice is positive, they fly directly through it on to the plate. 

 

The impact is that a little electrical sign took care of into the network is incredibly intensified 

in the flow moving through the triode. The triode is the methods by which somewhat radio 

sign is intensified into a major electric flow in old radios. The little radio sign coming from 

the recieving wire is taken care of into the network, and it extraordinarily modifies the voltage 

coursing through the triode. 

Another utilization of the triode is as a switch: So long as a little charge is kept on the matrix, 

no current moves through the cylinder. The switch is "off". On the off chance that the little 

charge is eliminated from the lattice, current courses through the cylinder. The switch is then 

"on". 
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CHAPTER 13 

 

Ionization 

Ionization, is the cycle by which electrically unbiased iotas or particles are changed over to 

electrically charged particles or atoms (particles). Ionization is one of the key ways that 

radiation, for example, charged particles and X beams, moves its energy to issue. 

 

In science, ionization regularly happens in a fluid arrangement. For instance, impartial 

particles of hydrogen chloride gas, HCl, respond with correspondingly polar water particles, 

H2O, to deliver positive hydronium particles, H3O+, and negative chloride particles, Cl-; at 

the outside of a bit of metallic zinc in contact with an acidic arrangement, zinc molecules, Zn, 

lose electrons to hydrogen particles and become drab zinc particles, Zn2+. 

 

Ionization by crash happens in gases at low weights when an electric flow is gone through 

them. In the event that the electrons establishing the current have adequate energy (the 

ionization energy is diverse for every substance), they power different electrons out of the 

impartial gas particles, creating particle combines that exclusively comprise of the resultant 

positive particle and segregated negative electron. Negative particles are additionally shaped 

as a portion of the electrons join themselves to impartial gas atoms. Gases may likewise be 

ionized by intermolecular crashes at high temperatures. 

 

Ionization, by and large, happens at whatever point adequately vigorous charged particles or 

brilliant energy travel through gases, fluids, or solids. Charged particles, for example, alpha 

particles and electrons from radioactive materials, cause broad ionization along their ways. 

Enthusiastic impartial particles, for example, neutrons and neutrinos, are all the more entering 

and cause practically no ionization. Beats of brilliant energy, for example, X-beam and 

gamma-beam photons, can launch electrons from iotas by the photoelectric impact to cause 

ionization. The enthusiastic electrons coming about because of the assimilation of brilliant 

energy and the section of charged particles thusly may create additional ionization, called 

optional ionization. A specific negligible degree of ionization is available in the Earth's 

climate in light of nonstop retention of vast beams from space and bright radiation from the 

Sun. 
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CHAPTER 14 

Alternating current & Direct current 

AC & DC. 

 

Definition: 

Alternating Current (AC) is a kind of electrical flow, in which the bearing of the 

progression of electrons switches to and fro at customary stretches or cycles. Flow streaming 

in electrical cables and ordinary family power that comes from a divider source is rotating 

flow. The standard current utilized in the U.S. is 60 cycles for every second (for example a 

recurrence of 60 Hz); in Europe and most different pieces of the world it is 50 cycles for 

every second (for example a recurrence of 50 Hz.). 

 

Direct Current (DC) is electrical flow which streams reliably one way. The current that 

streams in a spotlight or another machine running on batteries is immediate current. 

One preferred position of exchanging current is that it is generally modest to change the 

voltage of the current. Moreover, the unavoidable loss of energy that happens when current is 

persisted significant distances is far more modest with substituting current than with direct 

current. 

 

Realistic portrayal of the power of the current as an element of time: 
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CHAPTER 15 

 

FARADIC CURRENT AND GALVANIC CURRENT 

A faradic type current is a brief span intruded on direct current. They have a heartbeat span of 

0.1 to 1 ms and a recurrence of 50 to 100 Hz. The point here to note is faradic current is 

immediate current however with a brief span interference of 0.1 to 1 microsecond. 

 

The accompanying figures separates between a substituting current (AC), direct current (DC), 

interfered with direct current. 

 

galvanic versus faradic current in physiotherapy Signs of faradic type current. 

Muscle re-schooling. Preparing new muscle activity. Muscle reinforcing. 

 

 

Galvanic current 

A Galvanic kind current is a long term intruded on direct current. If it's not too much trouble 

attempt to take note of that in the event that faradic is a brief length interfered with D.C, at 

that point galvanic is a long term intruded on D.C (see picture above). 

In any case, in galvanic kind current the span of interference can be changed, a term of 100 

ms is generally utilized. Also, a recurrence of 30 every moment is utilized. However, as we 

increment the length we should diminish the recurrence. 

 

Sign of galvanic kind current. 

Compression of denervated muscle. For instance, utilization of galvanic current in foot drop 

Incitement of little muscles which effectively gets drained. Like muscles of . 

This is basically used to impact the torment limit. Produce hyperemia 

Iontophoresis and absense of pain with the incitement synchronous utilization of specific 

drugs will encourage better entrance of medication. 

 

Galvanic versus Faradic current 

Here is brief distinction between a galvanic kind current and faradic type current. Galvanic 

Faradic 

Sort of current Direct Current Direct Current 
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Span of interference Long term intruded on D.C of 100 ms Short length Interrupted D.C of 

0.1 to 1 ms Recurrence of current 30 every moment 50 to 100 Hz 

Denervated muscle withdrawal Can deliver compression of denervated muscle Can NOT 

deliver withdrawal of denervated muscle 

Usually used to animate little muscles (like facial muscles) Commonly used to invigorate 

enormous muscles (ex: quadriceps) 

 

There are three crucial electronic segments that structure the establishment of a circuit – 

resistors, inductors, and capacitors. A capacitor in an electrical circuit acts as a charge 

stockpiling gadget. It holds the electric charge when we apply a voltage across it, and it 

surrenders the put away charge to the circuit as when required. The most essential 

development of a capacitor comprises of two equal transmitters (typically metallic plates) 

isolated by a dielectric material. At the point when we associate a voltage source across the 

capacitor, the conductor (capacitor plate) joined to the positive terminal of the source turns 

out to be emphatically charged, and the conductor (capacitor plate) associated with the 

negative terminal of the source turns out to be contrarily charged. As a result of the presence 

of dielectric in the middle of the conduits, in a perfect world, no charge can move from one 

plate to other. 

In this way, there will be a distinction in charging level between these two conductors 

(plates). In this way an electric potential contrast shows up across the plates. The charge 

collection in the capacitor plates isn't prompt rather it is continuously evolving. The voltage 

shows up across the capacitor dramatically rises untill it gets equivalent to that of the 

associated voltage source. 
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CHAPTER 16 

 

Capacitance 

Now we understand that the charge accumulation in the conductors (plates) causes the 

voltage or potential difference across the capacitor. The quantity of charge accumulated in the 

capacitor for developing a particular voltage across the capacitor is referred to as the charge 

holding capacity of the capacitor. We measure this charge accumulation capability of a 

capacitor in a unit called capacitance. The capacitance is the charge gets stored in a capacitor 

for developing 1 volt potential difference across it. Hence, there is a direct relationship 

between the charge and voltage of a capacitor. The charge accumulated in the capacitor is 

directly proportional to the voltage developed across the capacitor. 

Where Q is the charge and V is the voltage. 

 

Here C is the constant of proportionality, and this is capacitance, 

The capacitance depends upon three physical factors, and these are the active area of the 

capacitor conductor (plates), the distance between the conductors (plates) and permittivity of 

the dielectric medium. 

Here, ε is permittivity of the dielectric medium, A is the active area of the plate and d is the 

perpendicular distance between the plates. 




